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Abstract
We use a transformation due to Bekenstein to relate the ADM and
Bondi masses of asymptotically-flat solutions of the Einstein equations
with, respectively, scalar sources and conformal-scalar sources. Although
the conformal-scalar energy-momentum tensor does not satisfy the Dom-
inant Energy Condition one may, by this means, still conclude that the
ADM mass is positive.
1 Introduction
In a recent article, [3], the Einstein-conformal-scalar field equations were consid-
ered. These equations are known to be well-posed, and asymptotically-flat solu-
tions exist [6], but the energy-momentum tensor does not satisfy the Dominant
Energy Condition (DEC), which is a hypothesis in all Positive Mass Theorems.
Nonetheless, in certain cases considered in [3] one could still establish positivity
of ADM mass and there was some evidence for positivity of Bondi mass and
negativity, at least on the average, of Bondi mass-loss. In this article, we use
a transformation which goes back at least to Bekenstein, [1], [2], (for a more
recent discussion see [4]) relating solutions of the Einstein-conformal-scalar and
Einstein-scalar systems, to look at this question. Since the scalar-field energy-
momentum tensor does satisfy DEC, we have positivity of the ADM and Bondi
masses, assuming the other hypotheses of the Positive Mass Theorems, and can
seek to carry these over to the case of the conformal scalar. In brief, we find
that this works for the ADM mass, which is the same in the two cases, but not
for the Bondi mass, which differs.
2 The Transformation
We take the Einstein-conformal-scalar field equations to be
Gab = −Qab − T
ex
ab , (1)
∗
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where
Qab = 4φ,aφ,b − gabg
cdφ,cφ,d − 2φ∇aφ,b − φ
2(Rab −
1
6
Rgab), (2)
which is the energy-momentum tensor for the conformal-scalar field φ which
satisfies
✷φ+
1
6
Rφ = 0, (3)
(see e.g. [8] for this Qab) and T
ex
ab is any extra matter contribution which, for
the transformation to work, we require to be trace-free and divergence-free.
(Conventionally we put 8piG = 1 and use the sign of the Ricci tensor in [8].)
We’ll assume that T exab satisfies the DEC, but note that Qab does not. By virtue
of (3), Qab is also trace-free and divergence-free.
From the trace of (1) we learn that R = 0 and then (1) can be rearranged
to become
(1− φ2)Rab = −4φ,aφ,b + gabg
cdφ,cφ,d + 2φ∇aφ,b − T
ex
ab . (4)
Evidently, these equations are singular when φ2 = 1, but there do exist asymptotically-
flat solutions with φ2 < 1 ([6]) and we shall suppose that this condition holds.
The transformation of Bekenstein [1], [2], is found by supposing that a confor-
mally related metric
g˜ab = Θ
2gab,
with Θ a function of φ, is a solution of the Einstein-scalar field equations with
scalar φ˜ a function of φ i.e.
R˜ab = −kφ˜,aφ˜,b − T˜
ex
ab , (5)
where k is a number fixed by convention, which we’ll take for ease to be 4, and
T˜ exab = Θ
−2T exab
to ensure that T˜ exab is divergence-free for ∇˜ (note it also satisfies the DEC). The
formula for rescaling the Ricci tensor is
R˜ab = Rab + 2Θ
−1∇aΘ,b − 4Θ
−2Θ,aΘ,b + gab(Θ
−1
✷Θ+Θ−2|∇Θ|2),
which relates (4) to (5) if we take
φ
1− φ2
+
Θ′
Θ
= 0
Θ2 = (1− φ2)
1
1− φ2
+
Θ′′
Θ
+
(Θ′)2
Θ2
= 0
using prime for d/dφ, together with
(φ˜′)2 =
3
2
1
(1− φ2)2
.
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These can all be solved with
φ˜ = ±
√
3
2
log
(
1 + φ
1− φ
)
(6)
Θ = (1− φ2)1/2, (7)
which is one of Bekenstein’s transformations.
3 The effect on total mass
What effect does this transformation have on the two measures of total mass,
at spatial and null infinity?
For the ADMmass of the metric g with source the conformal-scalar field plus
T exab , we’ll assume that there is an asymptotically-flat space-like hypersurface S
in the original space-time with metric gab, and that on S
φ = O(1/r), φ,a = O(1/r
2).
Then on S
Θ = 1 +O(1/r2), Θ,i = O(1/r
3).
The ADM mass can be defined as a limit
m = const. × Lim
∫
(hij,i − hii,j)dS
j ,
where the integral is taken over spheres tending to infinity and hij is the metric
on S induced by gab, in suitable asymptotically Cartesian coordinates. By the
same token, for the ADM mass of the metric g˜ with source the scalar field plus
T˜ exab
m˜ = const. × Lim
∫
(h˜ij,i − h˜ii,j)dS˜
j ,
but with h˜ij = Θ
2hij and dS˜
j = Θ2dSj . Given the asymptotics of Θ, we
conclude m˜ = m. Thus the ADM mass of the original Einstein-conformal-
scalar system, possibly with extra sources in T exab , is the same as the ADM mass
of the transformed system, and this is positive by the standard Positive Mass
Theorem since the DEC is satisfied in the transformed system.
For a larger family of transformations of the kind considered here see [4]. It
seems very likely that the methods used here will show that for these too the
ADM mass does not change.
The Bondi mass is more difficult, and the result is different. We’ll suppose
that gab is asymptotically-flat (in the sense of weakly-asymptotically-simple)
with φ = O(1/r) at I. Then g˜ab is also asymptotically-flat with φ˜ = O(1/r)
and Θ = 1 at I.
For the definition of the Bondi mass, we’ll use the discussion of energy-
momentum and angular momentum in [8]. For any topologically spherical
space-like two-surface S one defines a (four-dimensional, complex) vector space
of two-surface twistors as two-component spinor fields satisfying an elliptic
3
equation. Given any two such, say ωAi , i = 1, 2, Penrose and Rindler [8] define
a bilinear
−i
4piG
∮ (
(ψ1 − Φ01)ω
0
1ω
0
2 + (ψ2 −Φ11 − Λ)(ω
0
1ω
1
2 + ω
0
2ω
1
1) + (ψ3 − Φ21)ω
1
1ω
1
2
)
dS.
(8)
Here ψi,Φij,Λ are components of curvature, respectively Weyl, trace-free Ricci
and scalar. The components of this bilinear are identified with the ten compo-
nents of momentum and angular momentum at S. See [8] for more details, or
[9], [10] for some examples of the construction.
Despite a great deal of success in particular situations, there are unresolved
difficulties with this definition at a general S in a general space-time. However,
the definition can be extended to I where it recovers the standard definitions of
Bondi mass where these have previously been made (for example, for vacuum
or Einstein-Maxwell). Therefore we shall use it as our guide with the scalar and
conformal-scalar, following [3]. For the Bondi mass, one takes the limit onto I
of the time-like component of the momentum in (8) to obtain
Bondi mass = −c1
∮
ψ02 − Φ
0
11 − Λ
0 + σ0 ˙¯σ
0
(9)
where the integration is over a unit sphere, c1 is a positive constant which
can be found from the Schwarzschild case, the superscript zero denotes leading
nonzero term according to the list:
ψ2 =
ψ0
2
r3
+ h.o.
Φ11 =
Φ0
11
r3
+ h.o.
Λ =
Λ0
r3
+ h.o.
σ =
σ0
r2
+ h.o.
writing ‘h.o.’ for higher order terms in 1/r, and an integration by parts has
brought in the terms in σ0. The dot indicates derivative with respect to u, the
parameter along the generators of I, and this simplified expression also relies
on Φ12 = O(r
−3).
For the conformal-scalar case one obtains from (9) the definition
mB = −c1
∮
ψ02 − Φ
0 ex
11 + σ
0 ˙¯σ
0
, (10)
where Φ0 ex
11
is a contribution (positive by DEC) from T exab . The significant point
about this formula is that there is no explicit appearance of φ: these Ricci terms,
which one might have expected to be present, cancel out.
For the scalar case one finds
m˜B = −c1
∮
ψ˜0
2
− Φ˜0 ex
11
+ σ˜0 ˙˜¯σ
0
+
2
3
φ˜0 ˙˜φ
0
(11)
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where φ˜0 is the leading term in φ, which is assumed to have the asymptotics
φ˜ =
φ˜0
r
+O(r−2).
Given the assumed asymptotics of Θ, one readily discovers that
ψ0
2
− Φ0 ex
11
+ σ0 ˙¯σ
0
= ψ˜0
2
− Φ˜0 ex
11
+ σ˜0 ˙˜¯σ
0
,
(in fact corresponding terms are equal) so that the two integrands differ only
in the term 2
3
φ˜0
˙˜
φ
0
which comes from the Ricci terms in the tilded space-time.
The usual Positive Mass Theorem for the Bondi mass will extend to the scalar
case, since the DEC is satisfied, so that m˜B ≥ 0 but we can’t conclude that
mB ≥ 0 in general. In fact this seems rather unlikely since one would think
of φ˜0 as the null datum in the scalar case and therefore freely disposable on
I. If it is freely disposable then one could choose data to make mB < 0, with
the definition (10), but now one does not know that this data will lead to a
space-time sufficiently global for the Positive Mass Theorem to hold (or to avoid
having φ2 = 1 anywhere in the interior).
As a check on the two definitions of Bondi mass we may calculate the mass-
loss, again following [3]. We find
˙˜mB = −c1
∮
| ˙˜σ
0
|2 + Φ˜0 ex22 + 2(
˙˜
φ
0
)2
which is negative as expected (the term Φ˜0 ex
22
is positive by DEC), but
m˙B = −c1
∮
|σ˙0|2 +Φ0 ex
22
+ (φ˙0)2 + φ0φ¨0
which doesn’t have a fixed sign because of the φ-terms.
4 Conclusion
In conclusion, we’ve used the transformation of Bekenstein to show that certain
asymptotically-flat Einstein-conformal-scalar space-times, possibly with other
trace-free sources also present, have positive ADM mass by showing that this
mass is the same as the ADM mass of the transformed Einstein-scalar space-
time. With a natural definition of Bondi mass, the same equality does not hold
and there seems no reason in general to suppose that the Einstein-conformal-
scalar space-time does in fact have positive Bondi mass. That said, one could
define the Bondi mass differently for the Einstein-conformal-scalar space-time,
namely as precisely the Bondi mass of the transformed, Einstein-scalar space-
time, whereupon it will be positive. Since this amounts to choosing (11) but
without the tildes in place of (10) as the definition of Bondi mass, it is less
artificial than it sounds. The question remains open of whether a direct proof
of positivity of the ADM mass is possible in the cases where the DEC can
be locally violated but some average energy-condition still holds, a possibility
studied in [5].
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